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Abstract- Wireless sensor networks are going to allow for
ubiquitous health monitoring, improving users' well-being,
making the healthcare system more efficient, and helping to
quickly react on emergency situations. Meeting the strict security
needs of ubiquitous medical applications is a big challenge: safety
and privacy of patient data has to be guaranteed all the way from
the sensor nodes to the back-end services, the system has to fulfill
latency needs, and lots of mobility is expected.

In this paper, we introduce a deployment model for wireless
sensor networks for pervasive healthcare based on the concepts
of patient area and medical sensor networks. We propose a
complete and efficient security framework organized into three
layers, addressing the operational requirements and security
needs at the patient area network, medical sensor network, and
back-end levels. We specify how these layers are interconnected
with each other as well as the needed security and privacy
mechanisms that allow for the efficient and practical deployment
of secure pervasive healthcare systems based on wireless sensor
networks.

Index Terms- Medical Information Systems, Medical Sensor
Network, Patient Area Network, Security.

I. INTRODUCTION

N OWADAYS, sensor and wireless communication
technologies are rapidly evolving and conquering new

application areas in the healthcare domain. Wireless medical
sensors (WMSs) are becoming smaller and more powerful,
allowing for ubiquitous usage of a wide range of medical
applications, such as chronic disease management. In the
simplest healthcare setting, a fixed set of WMSs forms the
user's patient area network (PAN) allowing for health
monitoring and measuring the user's vital signs. A gateway
can allow the user or medical staff to access, gather, or process
her medical data directly, or transmit it to a remote healthcare
service. The ubiquitous use of PANs enables pervasive health
monitoring of users in their daily life, improving their well
being and quality of medical care, yet allowing for cost
reduction in the healthcare sector [1]. Pervasive health
monitoring in these diverse situations and locations is carried
out by different organizations, such as surgeries, fitness
centers, hospitals, or retirement homes by means of a medical
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sensor network (MSN) allowing authorized parties, such as
medical staff, family, or sport trainers to access to the sensed
health information. Thus, PANs will not be isolated but will
interact, coexist, and become a part of a world of professional
MSNs, each comprising thousands of sensors, accommodating
hundreds of users's PANs (see Fig. 1 and related example).
The exchange of users' medical data leads to privacy and
security concerns, hence basic security services are required to
fulfill legal regulations such as HIPAA in the US [2] or the
European Directive [3]. These concerns become especially
challenging due to the resource-constrained nature of the
wireless medical sensors, the strict latency requirements [9],
and the mobility and scalability requirements of systems
involving a multitude of parties [6].

II. SECURITY FOR PERVASIVE MEDICAL SENSOR NETWORKS

We propose a flexible and extensible security framework
[6] addressing both the hospital-centric approach predominant
today, in which each healthcare institution has complete
control on the medical data, and a patient-centric vision [5],
where the patient controls her electronic health information
(EHI). Our security framework comprises three

Fig. I. Application Scenario ofpervasive PANs and MSNs : The health state
of a user, Robert, is monitored in a multitude of medical sensor networks
managed by a surgery, a healthcare institution, or a gym. Robert moves
between those MSNs , and different wireless sensors such as ECG can be
used ineach MSN toform Robert's PAN and monitor his health state 24/7.
Robert's identity should be linked to his health data independently of his
location, time ormedical equipment, while ensuring the privacyand security
of his health data when different MSNsand back-end services interact with
each other. Here, secure interaction should guarantee that medical data
measured in different environments is securely transferred without
endangering Robert's privacy. This work describes our security framework
and discusses the elements that enable efficient security inthis context.



complementary security layers addressing the management of
MSNs, PANs, and overall secure interoperation by means ofa
back-end security layer.

The security framework focuses on mechanisms for the
distribution and establishment of secret keys that allow
bootstrapping secure links, access control to the sensed
information, and privacy-aware management of the medical
data and user's identities. We combine centralized and
distributed security solutions in order to provide an adequate
balance between performance and security requirements. Each
layer provides specific security algorithms as well as the
physical elements and technologies needed for our framework
to fulfill the specific operational requirements and ensure for
seamless interaction between layers.

The MSN security layer allows each healthcare
organization, e.g. a hospital, to manage the security in its MSN
security domain. It allows any pair of devices or users in the
same MSN to bootstrap a secure communication link and
identify each other. For this layer, we focus on lightweight and
distributed cryptographic methods based on polynomials for
key establishment, identification, and information verification.
These mechanisms are (i) lightweight to fulfill the delay
requirements and save the scarce node resources, and (ii)
distributed to fit the medical workflow in MSNs: medical staff
can communicate with any PAN they encounter in a direct
way, although both PANs and clinicians are continuously
moving.

The PAN security layer allows a user to manage the
security in her own patient area network and ensures the
secure disclosure of her measured medical data when
interacting with MSNs (e.g., clinicians in an MSN) and back
end services. The security management of this layer is
centralized and it relies on a trusted device linked to and
controlled by the patient, the PAN security manager (PSM),
that allows transforming a PAN into a security domain where
WMSs can securely join and leave at any time according to
access control methods running on the PAN. The reason for
this is that the WMSs forming a PAN belong to the MSN
security domain, but the measured medical data belongs to the
user. The application of a tamper resistant healthcare card [8],
which forms a part of a user's PSM, simplifies the PAN
management and ensures the PAN interoperability across the
whole system of MSNs. The PAN layer further incorporates
lightweight security mechanisms and protocols to configure a
PAN when a user joins an MSN, enable distributed access
control to the PAN and the sensed electronic health
information, and identify a PAN in a privacy-aware way by
means ofpseudonyms.

The back-end security layer relies on public-key
cryptography and ensures the secure interaction of users'
PANs moving between MSNs controlled by different
healthcare organizations. We assume a simplified centralized
model for this layer based on public-key infrastructure and a
single certification authority managing the healthcare system.
Thus, MSNs and PANs just have to enroll at the certification
authority to become part of the healthcare system owning
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some secrets such as a pair of public/private keys or a unique
PAN identifier.

This overall arrangement aims at ensuring the easy,
autonomous, and transparent management of the whole system
in professional environments where users without technical
background must be able to intuitively handle the (security)
appliances given to them. We move all the set up procedures
for PAN security to the moment when a user joins an MSN.
The low resource requirements of the symmetric
cryptographic primitives [7] used during normal system
operation guarantee the transparent but secure system
operation without disturbing the medical workflow. The use of
body-coupled communication at the PAN layer makes
handling with a PAN extremely intuitive [4], as sensors only
need to be attached to the patient's body and the PSM
automatically and securely configures them as members of the
PAN security domain.

III. CONCLUSIONS

Medical sensor networks allows for pervasive health
monitoring. Security and privacy are key requirements for the
successful deployment of those systems in which the sensed
medical data must be protected all the way from the sensors to
back-end systems. This paper provides a comprehensive view
on our efficient and practicable security framework, including
security algorithms, technologies, and procedures. Our
solution provides an adequate balance between security and
performance matching the expected system workflow. Thus,
we allow for the feasible and secure deployment of the
envisioned pervasive healthcare systems.
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